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Frequency-Domain Linear
Prediction (FDLP) Features
• Idea: Parametric model of sub-10ms
temporal envelope structure











mpgr1-sx419: TDLPC env (60 poles / 300 ms)
FDLP features: Issues (1)
• Time window for analysis: ~ 300ms
Poles per window: ~ 20





FDLP features: Issues (2)
• Frequency structure
ÿ single band envelope or multiple subbands?
• Convert all-pole model to features











• 8 band +
DCT
FDLP Results
• Train on CTS, test on Numbers task
ÿ reduced 20k training set, speaker norm’d
• WER on N95-test:
3.8%plp12 + FDLP4 log + dct
4.4%plp12 + FDLP8 + dct
4.1%plp12 + FDLP8 bark




• Gains on Del Æ “eight”, “forty”Æ “four”
plp12 base plp12+FDLP8dctDifference
T-F Mutual Info (TFMI)
for class feature selection
• MI(T-F cells; phone label) fi info. spread:
ÿ timit, bark log spec, ±250 ms, phone ctrs
TFMI for Vowel Classifiers
• Choose TF cells with top MI




• Vowel-center classifier on all frames:
ÿ entropy to detect ‘good’ frames?
ÿ separate p(vowel ctr) detector - GMM?
ICA for Feature Bases
• ICA on spectra finds independent bases
• Search for best & sufficient
by MI to phone classes:
